
What will your child/children learn?

Concepts and approaches covered

Age group: 4-5  
Duration: 30-40 minutes

Creating – Look at types of materials and why they  
are best suited to making a boat.

Persevering – Improving their work and making  
the design of their boat even better. 

Collaborating – Working with a partner to solve problems.

Evaluation – We use evaluation when we make  
judgements based on different factors, including 
the end result. 

Logic – Looking at a problem and thinking of ways  
to solve it.

Materials you will need:

Floating and Sinking

What do we want to encourage from your child?
• Being able to concentrate and pay attention
• Showing they can listen for a short time
• Being able to talk about what they are doing
• The chance to learn new words and use within their play
• To be able to answer questions with support

Words to try and use
• round/curve
• flat
• hull
• wood/metal 
• float
• sink/sinking

• suck up/absorb/run off
• bend
• heavier/lighter 
• more/less
• on top/under 
• move/travel

Providing skills for tomorrow with BT and Computing at School as part of the Barefoot Computing programme

Overview
In this activity we will be looking at designing and making  
our own boat. Using lot of discussion to help solve problems,  
tinker with our design and help our toy friends float in the bath!

foil 

card

paper

kitchen roll

pictures of boats

model boats

Boat template 

Lego/play mobile characters
(any small play figures)

(available to download)

Persevering EvaluationCreating Logic Collaborating



Getting started 
1.  Fill the bath with some water. Talk about how much water is needed to float a boat.  

Listen to the accompanying song – “Big Blue Boat” – https://youtu.be/0npO2CtUrzg 
2.  Talk about different types of boats you have seen e.g. fishing boats, sail/motor boats, canoes or even  

paddleboards, etc.
3.   Using a picture of a boat ask your child - Which part of the boat goes under the water?  

Explain that this part is called the ‘hull’. Which part goes on top of the water? Where would people stand? 
Encourage your child to show you by pointing and talking about the picture/model. 

4.  Explain to your child that together, you are going to make a boat. Using different materials such as  
kitchen foil, kitchen roll, card, paper investigate them and ask ‘Which material will ‘suck up’ the water?  
Which material do you think will the water ‘run off’?’

5.  Test the material in the bath. Discover which material will not be ruined by the water. Which one is waterproof?
6. Making the boat:
 

Challenge
1.  Place some characters out in front of your child and ask ‘Do you think we could get one of our characters  

to float in the boat? How many figures can we put in the boat before it sinks?’ 
2.  Discuss. ‘Are we going to put the figures in at the same time or one at a time? Why should we not place  

all the figures at one end of the boat?’ Demonstrate with your own boat. 
3.  Look at how many figures you can get in the boat without it sinking. Investigate how to get the most figure  

into the boat by using larger or small figures. Ask your child - How many have you got altogether?  
How many have I got? Who has the most? How do you know? 

Follow up activities 
Making a sail for the boat. Begin looking at the materials and size of the sail needed to move the boat

Linked online activities 
A sailor went to sea, sea, sea – 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-sailor-went-to-sea/zftj47h
The big ship sails on the ally ally oh –
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-the-big-ship-sails-on-the-ally-ally-oh/zkpp7nb
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Take two rectangular 
sheets of foil and place 

them on top of one 
another. Using a boat 
template place it on  

the foil. 

Slowly pull the edges of 
the foil up and over to 

make sides for the boat. 
Bend the two ends to 

make sure the bow and 
stern are water tight. 

The boat should try and 
resemble the shape of 
a canoe. As your child 
makes the boat make 

your own. 

Test the boat to  
see if it floats.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0npO2CtUrzg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-sailor-went-to-sea/zftj47h
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/school-radio/nursery-rhymes-the-big-ship-sails-on-the-ally-ally-oh/zkpp7nb

